Electronic Case Reporting for Meaningful Use 3

**Public Health Measure:** Measure 3 - Electronic Case Reporting

**Eligibility:** Eligible Providers, Eligible Hospitals, and Critical Access Hospitals

**Date When PHA Will Begin Accepting Data:** January 1, 2018


2015 Edition Health IT Certification Criterion § 170.315(f)(5) (Transmission to public health agencies—electronic case reporting), page 62667

“To meet this certification criterion, a Health IT Module must be able to
(1) consume and maintain a table of trigger codes to determine which encounters should initiate an initial case report being sent to public health to determine reportability; and
(2) when a trigger is matched, create an initial case report that includes specific data (Common Clinical Data Set; encounter diagnoses; provider name, office contact information, and reason for visit, and an identifier representing the row and version of the trigger table that triggered the case report).”

**Information about Implementation of Electronic Case Reporting in Kansas:**
The Kansas Department of Health and Environment is working with the Digital Bridge initiative to implement an electronic case reporting approach for nationwide interoperability, and enhanced delivery of effective disease control and patient care practices. To learn more about the Digital Bridge, and the electronic case reporting specifications developing through the Digital Bridge partnership see:

- [http://www.digitalbridge.us/about/](http://www.digitalbridge.us/about/) - Overview of the Digital Bridge initiative
- [http://www.digitalbridge.us/resources/](http://www.digitalbridge.us/resources/) - Business and technical specifications for eCR developed by Digital Bridge
Meaningful Use Stage 3 Incentive Seekers: Please keep a copy of this document for auditing purposes.
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